University voices in climate negotiations
Research institutions are appointed to act as official 'observer' delegates at international climate negotiations that are hosted by the United Nations and are otherwise closed to journalists and the outside world (see go.nature. com/2atycmq). As non-party stakeholders, they will provide a layer of transparency at this week's 24th annual Conference of the Parties session, for example. Thanks to the University Climate Delegation Coalition (UCDC) that we launched last year, these Dynamic tolls are no easy traffic fix Peter Cramton and colleagues suggest that dynamic road pricing could be a solution to traffic problems (Nature 560, 23-25; 2018) . As social scientists, we argue that getting drivers to change their behaviour might not be so simple, because the behaviour does not depend only on prices.
For instance, drivers tend to stick with their usual routes, departure times and destinations. Many would be reluctant to adapt their trips to a road-pricing scheme that fluctuates across time and place according to traffic conditions, because this requires too much mental effort. And charges would need to be prohibitively high to persuade them to give up the convenience, independence, flexibility, comfort and speed of using their cars.
Neither can public support for road pricing be assumed. It was blocked in Manchester (2005) and Edinburgh (2007) in the United Kingdom, in the Netherlands in 2010, and in Copenhagen in 2012. Pricing policies need to be seen Brazil politics threat to food security Last month's 14th meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity discussed the pressing issue of biodiversity conservation and its relation to food security. Brazil was a participant with a right to vote, although it had acted merely as an observer in negotiations on the 2010 Nagoya Protocol, which it had failed to ratify because of its agribusiness and other interests. In our view, Jair Bolsonaro's incoming government is likely to stand by those interests, despite the need to protect one of the world's most biodiverse countries (see also Nature 563, 5-6; 2018).
The government now taking shape is committed to relaxing requirements for Plan S to hit societies hard Plan S is good news (Nature 561, 17-18; 2018). As we move towards this subscription-free publishing model for 2020, the enormous costs that institutions pay to access the scientific literature will gradually be phased out. However, this could adversely affect the activities of academic societies that run their own journals.
These societies currently use income from subscription fees to host affordable conferences, run workshops, award travel grants, develop policy and engage in outreach. As publication charges for authors replace subscription fees, this income will plummet. Funding bodies might need to step in to make up the shortfall for supporting these services to the scientific community.
When publication charges become the norm, authors who cannot afford to pay them must not be unfairly disadvantaged (see J. Measey Nature 562, 494; 2018). Means-tested rules for fee waivers will need to be factored in to the new publishing model. 
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